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6. A farmer keeps bis chickens in a rectangular lot that is 
4 times as long as it is wide. lf its area is :füOO square feet, 
find its length and width. 

7. At a luncheon with :Menelik of Abyssinia there was a 
pile of bread contaiuing -!-18 cubic feet. Its height was twice 
its width and its length was 14 feet. Find its height and 

width. 
s. A large rectangular freight station in Atlanta, Georgia, 

covers an area of 41,750 square feet. If the length is 16.7 
times the width, what is the width of the station? 

9. An automobilist paid $ 3.60 for gasoliue. If the num
ber of cents he paid per gallon was 2 less thau the uumber of 
gallous he bought, find how many gallous be bought and the 
price per gallon. · 

10. St. Louis has the largest steam whistle in the world. 
The number of times it is blown each day is 3 more than the 
number of dollars it costs to blow it once. IIow many times is 
it blown a day, if the cost for 12 days is $ 48 ? 

11. In the Panama Canal Zone a washerwoman washed as 
many dozen pieces as she received dollars a clozen for her labor. 
If she had washed 2 dozen more, sbe would have receivecl $1,>. 
How much did she receive a dozen? 

12. The number of pounds of duck feathers that a man 
bonght was the .sama as the number of cents tbat he paid a 
pouncl for them. If he had bought 10 pounds more, they would 
have cost $ 20. How many pounds <lid he buy? 

13. The area of one of tbe largest pbotographic prints ever 
made is 180 square feet. Its dimensions are 18 times those of 
the picture from which it was enlarged. Find the dimensions 
of the picture, if its length is 2 inches greater than its width. 

14. The cages holding canaries imported into this country 
are arranged in rows in crates. The number of rows in a crate 
is 2 less than 5 times the num ber of cages in a row. If there 
are 231 cages in a crate, how many rows are there? 

FRACTIONS 

167. In algebra, an indicated division is called a fraction. 

Tbe fraction f means a+ b and is read 'a divided by b. • 

168. The dividend, written above a line, is the numerator. 
the 'diviso!', written below the line, is the denominator; the nu~ 
merator ancl deuominator are called the terms of tite fraction. 

~n ~ritbmetical fraction also indicates division, but the aritbmetical 
~ot!on_ 1~ tbat ~ fraction is one or more of the Pqttal parts of a unit; that 
1s, rn ,11:1th111et1c, the terms of a fraction are positiue integers, wbile in 
algebra they may be any numbers whatever. 

. 169._ The s_tudent will fiud no clifficulty with algebraic frac
t10ns, if he ~111 bear in rniud that they are essentially the same 
a~ the fract1ons he has met in arithmetic. He will have occa..
s1on to change fractions to higher or lower terms; to write in
tegra_l and mixecl expressious in fractional forro; to cbange 
f~·ac:10ns to !n_teger~ or mixed numbers; to add, subtract, mul
tiply, an_tl dmde w1th algebraic fractions just as he has learned 
to ª? w1th_ arithn~etical fractions, except that signs must be 
cons1dered m deahng with positiva aud negative numbers. 

Signs in Fractions 

_170. There are three signs to be considered in connection 
with a fra~tion; namely, the sign of the numerator, the sign of 
the clenommator, and the sign written before the dividina line 
called the sign of the fraction. " ' 

In . ;: tb · f · - 3 z e s1gn o tbe fract,on 1s -, while the signs of its terms are +-
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171 An expression like - a indicates a process in division, 
. -b 

in which the quotient is to be found by didding a by b and 
prefixing the sign accorcling to the law of signs in division; 

that is, 
•-a a -=+-, 
-b b 

-a a -=--, 
+b b 

By observing the abo ve fractions an<l their values the follow
ing princi¡.>les may be Uetluce<l: 

17Z. PmNCIPLES. -1. The signs of bolh the numerator and 
tite de1101ninator uf a frac,tiun 1nay be cha11ged willwut cha11gi11g 
the siyn of the f1·rHüon. 

2. The sign. of eilher the numerator or the clenominator of a 
.fr,1cl ion may be changed, prociled the sign of the fraction is 
changed. 

lVhrn E'ither the numerator or the dennminator is n. polynomial, its sign 
is cha.nged by cbanging the si;n of each of its terms. 'fhus, tlie sign of 
a - b is cha.nged by writing it - a + b, or b - a. 

EXERCISES 

173. Reduce to fractions having positive numbers in both 
tt•rms: 

-3 -a-x -a-b 7. 
-2-m 

l. 3. 5. 
2+n -4 2x c+d 

2 -4c o. -2 8. 
-4(n+b)_ 

2. 4. 
-5 -b-y -a-y V (- X - J/) 

174. In accordance with § 80, 

PmNCIPI.ES. -3. The sign of eifher terin of a ftaction is 
changd by clw11ying t/i, sigi,s ~f an cdcl number ~f it, f<1clors. 

4. The srg,1 of eithe1· term of a ji·action is 11ot chauged by 
ehanging tite signs o.f an eveH nu,nl,er of its factors. 

175. l. 

FRACTIONS 

EXBRCISES 

Show that (a. - ú) (d- e}= (n-ú)(c-rl). 
(c-a)(b-c) (a-c)(b-c) 

SOLUTJOY OR PROOF 
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Changing (d - e) to (e - d) changes the si~n of one factor of t,he nu
merator and thercfnre changes the sign of the numerator (Prin. 3). 

1Sim1larly, clianging (e- a) to (a - e) changes the sign of the dcno111i
nator ( Priu. 3). 

We have changecl the sigM of l>oth terms of the fraction. Tbereforr, 
tlie isign uf the fraction L; not affected (l'rin. 1). 

2. Show that (b - a) (d - e) 
(e- b) (a- e) 

(a-ú)~. 
(b-c)(a-c) 

80LuT10Y on PnooF 

Cha.nging the signs of tu:o factors of the numerator does not change the 
sign of tlie numerntor (Prin. 4). 

Clrnnging the sign of one factor of the denominator changes the sign 
of the deuominatot' (Prin. 3) . 

Si11ce we have clrn.n,(!ed the si~n of only one term of the fraction, we 
must cbange the sign of the fraction (Prin. 2). 

3. Show that _.=!_ may he pi-operly changed to _b __ 
b-a a-b 

F -a d . a b 4. rom --- - enve -~- y proper steps. 
b-a+c a-b-c 

5. Provethat __!!_=-__!!_; that __ z_=--2-, 
1-x x-1 4-~ ~-4 

6. Prove that 1 1 
(b-a)(c-ú) (a-1,)(b-c) 

7. Provetbat (m-7>)/m+P) -m'+n' 
(a-c)(ú-o) (a-c)(u-ú) 

8. Preve that (a-l,)/b-rt+_E)__ = (a-b)(rt-b-c) 
0-zj~-0~-zj ~-00-~~-~ 
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REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS 

176. The process of changing the form of an expression 
without changiog its value is called reduction. 

177. An expression, sorne of whose terms are integral al!.d 
sorne fractional, is called a mixed number, or a mixed e.xpression. 

b 2 2 l Tbus, a-~ 
1 

=... - 2 + !!... , and a - b + - are mixed expressions. 
caz x2 ab 

178. To reduce a fraction to an integer or a mixed expression. 
This change in forro is made in algebra in the same manner 

as in arithmetic. 
EXERCISES 

13 ax+b 
179. l. Reducetoamixednumber: 4 ; •-,,-· 

PROCESS PROCESS 

ExPLANATtO!'i' . -Since a fraction is an indicated division, by perform
ing the division indicated the fraction is chaoged into the fonn of a mixed 

number. 

Reduce to an integral or a mixed expression: 

27 a 45x'y¾ 
2' T' 4

· 15xy · a 

26 b 
3. 

36ac+9c 
6. 7. 

12x'-6x 

13b 9c 6x 

8. Reduce a'- 3 a' - a+ 1 to a mixed number. 
a' 

SOLUTIO!'i'. 
a3 -8a2 a+ 1 

a2 
a-3+-•+ 1 =a-3-•- 1. 

a2 a2 

NoTE,-lt is not necessary to write the step (a3-3a2- a+ 1)+ a2
• 

Tbe division should be cominued until the undivided part of the numera
Lor no longer contains the denominator. 

FRACTTONS 129 

Reduce toan integral or a mixed expression: 

9. 4x'-Sx'+ 2x-1 a'+ 9 a'+ 24a + 18 
?. 

19. 
..tX a+3 

10. ab-bc-cd+d' 4a'+ 12 a3 - a'+ 34 
b 

20. 
2a'+5 

11. a2W- a'r-x-1 
21. a'+3ab-5b'+bc 

ax a-2 b 

12. x' - x-12 ai'-7x'-4x+40 
x-4 

22. 
x'-3 

13. ai'-2xy-y' 
23. a' +3 a'b-ab'+ab 

x-y a'+b 

14. x'-6xy+4y'. x'-C/J/j-3y'-z 
2xy 

24. 
x+y 

15. x'- 6 x'+ 14 x-9 W"-3 ,,,. + 5 x" -3 
x-2 

25, 
x"-1 

16. x'-3x'+5x-1 li'-l't-7 lt'+3 f 26. 
x-3 l-3 t 

17. w+5x'+3x-6 x'+x'y-y'-x.1/'-3 
x+2 

27. 
x-y 

18. x'+2w-x'+5 
28. 3x'¡¡'-12x'+ 2 y'-B 

w+x' 3x'+2 

180. To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms. 

J ust as 3 9 9 3 - =- or ---
4 12 12-4' 

so a am am a -=- or -= - · That is, 
bbm bmb 

. 181. PR!YCIPLE. -Jfultiplying or dividi,¡g both tenns of a Jrac
twn by tite same number does not change the mlue of the fraction. 

182. A fraction is in its lowest terms wben its terms have 
no conimon factor. 

MILNE
1
S 1ST "l'R. ALO. -9 
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183. The product of ali the common prime factors of two or 
more numbers is called their bighest common factor (h. c. f.). 

Tbus, to :find tbe h. c. f. of two expressions, as 9 axzy + 3 b:r,'!.y and 
6 z4f-O z2y•, we first. factor them. Since 9 ax'!y+3 bx2y-==3, x2 

• y (~ a+b) 
and 6 :r:1g2 - O %2v" = 2 • 3, z'l, y·? (x + y)(z - y), tlwir common factors 
a.re S, x, z, A.nd y¡ bence, their h. c. f. =- 3 z2y. (See also §§ .iOi-l 11.) 

NOTE. -The number of liteml factors in a. term determines its degree, 
:rnd the term of an expression that ha.s the greatest nurnbt-r of liural 
factors determines the degree of the apre~sion. Thus, 2 a·:b is of the third 
1/1,yree and ls higher than ó ab, which is of the aecond degree; t.he expres
sion 2 a'lb + 6 ab, ti.len, is of the thil'(l degree. 

EXBRCISES 

18• Reduce to lo1"est terms ·. ZO 21 a'x'!t 
2, l. " 2!; ~Or,' .i:z' 

PROCRS8 PROCESS 

21) 2-2-5 5 
~4=2.2-6=6 

21 a'x'¡¡ 
3Ua'xz 

3 • 7 a'i'11 = 7 x,¡ 
3 • 10 a',,. lU az 

ExPLANUIOS'. -Since a. fraction is in its lowest terms wben its terms 
have no common factor, a fraction may be reduced to its lowest terms by 
removing in succession nll common L\ctors of its nurnerator and denomi
nator; or by dividing the terms by their highest common factor. 

Reduce to lowest terms: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

11. 

a':nj_ s. 16 m'nx'z' 

a~xy 40 ani'yz' 

,n~riª 6. 
Zl0b,M 

am2"•. 730 ab'c 

u'b':r!- 7. :::- 2 5 x'J/z'! 
lh:y'. -100 ,:4y' 

R d 
bz-az . 1 e uce -,-- to 1ts owest tcrms. 
a -bt 

80LUT10S. 
b:r-az ,-(h-a) 
¡;¡::T, (a+ b)\a-b) 

§ 174, Prtn. 4, 

8. 
- 7 a'hccl' 
4~ al}cd1 

9
_ . Ir'-"- ts'. 

31 

10. 2 " 
4x'-6az 

FltACTIONS 

Reduce to lowest terms: 

a'-l} 12. 
a'+~ab+b' 

a'-2ab +b' 13. 

14. la'-Oz' 
8 ,,3 + :!i :,;,. 

15. G .,·.11_- ,'l:c'!t 
J"

4.1f h xy 

3,c:':.,''"-b_-~3:!..b' 16. , 
~li'-~u?ó. 

11. ~y_+r!f'+1/ 
:l'-y' 

18. ?l1!- :r!i' + JI 
x6+~· 

19. J"
1 lix'+•>x 

.r1 + '.!x~-35x· 

20. 
4-7x-!!xJ· 

3 

21. x!-2x4+z1 

:l·-x' 

23. "''+ox'-6z 
2x'-2 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

x"-7x+6 
,-• lOx'+o· 

20-!!1 x+x, 
X4- ~(i :r~ +-i,. 
.:2.!1' + J ax - .¡ :i' 
9a'-1~ru+4x' 

z'+ 1 +:¡ ,, + 3 .
.i + ,1.r- ,"- r'. 

¡~ - m! - 11 +_Lmn 
m.- 1/W + ll~-11 

29. ~ 1-a11 -m+n 
am - <rn + m, = n · 

30. 

31. 

32. 

a'-b'-3 a'b +3 ab' 
3 ab'-;i a'b 

x'+5x'-Ox 45 
x'+'' , . v.r-2Jx-7J 

33. _3:º+ 2 x' -23 X 60 

181 

22. a1 +2a~b+all 
(l'~ - !! ""u-.~l,t + ali" . 

x' -11 x'-l0x+'.?00 · 

d 
185: To reduce a fraction to an equa! fract· 

eno1111nator o . ion haviog a g1·ven 
r a g1ven numerator. 

In arder to rhan~e ! to a f . 
hoth terms muRt l~P multipl;:~t:n ;~!1~se denomi~ator is 12, 
chan"e ~ t . Y ... --:---.1, o¡· 3; s1milarly, to 

o o a. frartton whose d . z , enomrnator is nz', both term:; 

must be multiplied by 11z'+z o , r nz. 
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BXBRCISBS 

186. Red _a_ to a fraction whose denominator is 
1. uce b 

a+ 
at-b'. 

PROCESS 

(«'-b~ +(a+b)=a-b. 

a _ a(a-b) «'-ab 
Then, a+b-(a+b)(a-b) «'-b'' 

. ·red denominator is (a - li) times the 
ExrLA!'i:A TIO!'i. -Smce tbe requ1 l f tbe fraction sball not be 

given denominator, in order that the ':ª ue o st b ultiplied, by (a- b). 
changed (§ 181) both terms of the fract1on mu e ro 

Reduce 56a to a fraction whose denominator is 42. 2. 

R d ~ to a fraction whose denominator is 55 b. 3. e uce 11 b 

R d 3 a to a fraction whose denominator is 8-1 xy. 4. e uce 
14

., 

5. Reduce ~ a• to a fraction whose denominator is 20 y'. 
üY 

Reduce x-:l to a fraction whose denominator is (x-1)'. 6
· x-1 

Reduce 2 x-~ to a fraction whose denominator is (2 x+5)'. 7
• 2.,.+o 

Reduce -3 a to a fraction whose numerator is 3 a+ a'. s. -a 

R d x- ?/ to a fraction whose numerator is :r: -y'. 
9. e ucez..,+ y 

R d -1 to a fraction whose denominator is 4 - x'. 10. e uce--9 x-. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

· t · b" 9 Reduce ab to a fraction whose clenomma or is . - . 
3-b 

Reduce x-:.; to a fraction whose <leoominator is x + ñ. 
· to · ''! 31 Reduce3t+~ ltoafraction whose denomma r is~ _, . 

FRACTIONS 133 

187. Reductlon to lowest common denominator. 

In algebra, as m arithmetic, it is frequently desirable to 
reduce fractions tbat have different denominators to respec
tively equal fractions that have a comnwn denominator. 

188. In algebra, lowest common denominator corresponds to 
leas! common deno,ninator in arithmetic. 

The word 4 lowest I has reference to the degree of the denominator. 

189. It is not always easy to discover by inspection the 
lowest co,nmon denominator (l. c. d.), that is, the lowest c01nmon 
multiple (l. c. m.) of the given denominators. However, it 
may be found, as in arithmetic, by factoring the denominators, 
for it is the product of ali their dijferent prime factors, each 
factor used the greatest number of times that it occurs in any 
denominator. (See also §§ 412--414.) 

Thus, if the given denominators are ax- bz, a2-b2, anda'- 2 ab+ b2, 
on factoringwefind: az-bx=z(a-b) ¡ a2 -b2 = (a+ b)(a - b); a.nd 
a•-2 ab +b' = (a- b)(a -b). 

Tben 1 the factora of the l. c. d. are z, a+ b, a - b, a.nd a - b. 
lleuce, the l.c. d. =,(a+ b)(a - b)'. 

BXBRCISBS 

190. l. Reduce to fractions having their lowest common 

denominator: ~ and ª; --'!.... and _e_. 
6 8 3bc 6ab 

PROC:&.r.is PROCESS 

1.c.d.=24 J.c.d.=6abc 
20 5 5x4 

¡¡=¡¡x4 =24 

3 3 X 3 9 
s=sx3=24 

a ax2a 2a!. 
3bc=3bcx2a=6abc 

e e X c <! 
6ab=6abx c=6abc 

E:ut.t.NATION. -The 1. c. m. of the given denominators is fou.nd for 
the l. c. d. in accordance with § 189. Then, each fraction is reduced to 
an equal fractlon having this denominator, aa in§ 185. 

NOTx. -All fractions should first be reduced to lowest terma. 



FRACTIONS 

2. Reduce 2 -m and m T_!_t to fractions having their lowest 
1(¡,- n. 

r.ommon denominator. 

S F 'irst ,vr'1te 2 m as a fract.ion wlth the denominator l. UGGESTtON. -

Reduce to fractions haviug their lowest common denomi-

11ator: 

~ and !!Ji. 3 -6 3 
3. 8. 

:irt' JPy3' x4y2 · 2 5 

2a d 3 9. 
;ial, 7a1 5a3 

4. - an ::c. 8 a~c' -:1- b'"c' u3bc'i ob 

5. 
li2b ab2 

-;--::mdai· 
cd e 

10. m-n 9 _a_. --,~, 
a 1n+n 

.i' 3 11. 
x+JI X-?J ~-J/1. 

6. -and-· ~' -4-, -6-. -
2 xy 4 ay 

3X?J d 2ay x' X X 
7. 12. --,--,--• -an --· x'-1 x+l x-1 ex 3 by 

13. 
a3 a 2a 

a4 -16' a2 +4' 4-a2
• 

2a -2a 
SuGGESTlON. - By§ 1721 1>rin. l, 4 - al= a2- 4 

a z -ax 
15

' 1-ax' l+a:c1 ux-i" 

1 l 1 . 
x'+1x+10' x'+x-2' i'+-!x-5 

16. 

3x x-1 x+3 
x'-3x+2' x'-5x+6' x'-4x+3 

17. 

a+5 a-2 a+l 
18

· a'-4a+3' a'-8a+15' a2 -6<1+6 

FRACTIONS 13.S 

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS 

191. The method of a<lding and subt1-acti11g fracttuas 1s the 
same in algebra. as in al'ithmetic. In algebra, however, sub
traetion c;f fractions practically l'educes to addition of fractions, 
for every fraction to be snbtracted 1s l'eally added with its 
s1gn changed (§ 64, Prm.). 

so 

so 

T 1 1 4 3 4+3 
' US\ as 3 + 4 = 12 + 12 = 12' 

Also as 

~ +~=~+be =ad+be. 
bdbdbd bd 
1 1 4 3 4-3 
3-;¡=12-12= 12 ' 

a e ad be ad - be 
b - d- bd-bd--¡;¡¡-· 

EXERCISES 

192. l. Add 3 "', 7 x and 5 z. 
4 10' 12 

Sou:;nox. -Since the fractions have unlike denominators, they must 
be reduced to fra.ctions liaviug a common denornmator. By § 189, the 
l. c. d. = 60. 

3z + 7 x + 6z ::= 4e'>z + 42x + 2óz 
4!012606060 

4,'.ix+ _42x+2Jz 87x+25z 
60 60 

2. Subtr:wt x-2 from 5x-1 +~-
7 8 4 

S01.UTJON 

5x-J+z x-2 35x-7 14z Sx-16 
8 4 7-66+66-56 

36x-7+14x-(8x 16) 
66 

_85x-7+14x-8x+16 41:t+O 
60 66 

SooGF.:STJO"S". - When a fraction fa preceded by the si.¡¡n -, it is well 
for the beginner to inclose the numerator in a parenthesis. if it is a. poly
nomial, as shown above. 
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RULE. - Reduce the fractions to simila,· fractions having their 

lowest common denmrunat01·. 
Ohange the signs of all the terms of the numerators of Ji·actions 

preceded by the sign - , then find the rnm of all the nu,nerators, 

and write it over the com..mon de-nominator. 

Reduce the resulting fraction to its lowest terms, ti necessary. 

Add: Subtract : 

2x 3x 7. 
5mf 4m 

3. -and-· - rom -· 
5 2 6 3 

4a and 6b. 
4x X 

4. 8 . - from - - · 
3 5 9 2 

2a 3a 9. 
y 3 

5. - and-· -- from -· 
3b 2b 3 y 

-5 -2 10. 
a+b a-b 

6. -aud-· --from--· 
7x 3x 3 2 

Simplify: 

2x+l +x-2 _ x-3 + 5-x. 
ll. 3 4 6 2 

x-2 x-4 2-3x 2x+l 
12· -6---9-+-4- -12· 

x-l_x-2_4x-3+1-x. 
13' 3 18 27 6 

2-6x 4x-1 5x-3 1-x 
14· - 5-+ - 2 ___ 6 ___ 3_ , 

x+3 _ x-2+x-4 _ x+3. 
15· 4 5 10 6 

1-2a+2a-1 _ Za- a'+l 
16' 5 4 8 

3+x-W 
17. 

4 

1-x+x' 
6 

1-Zx-2x' 
3 

FRACTIONS 

18. Reduce 5 a'+ b' 2 to a fra,:tion. 
a2-b2 

80LUTION 

5a2 +b2 _~_5a2.+b2 2(a2 b2) 

a2-b2 1 a2-b2 

=5a2 +b2 2a2 +2b2 

= 3(a2 + b'). 
a2 - b2 

137 

Reduce the following milr:ed expressions to fractions: 

19. b a2 -ab 
a+- · 23. a--- · 

2 b 

20. .,_Y. 
2 

24. a- a-b-c 
2 

21. a'-<f +5c. 25. 
x' a+x---· 

e a-x 

22. 1-x -
3
--4x. 26. a'- ab + b'- _li'_. 

a+b 

Perform the additious and subtractions indicated : 

27. a-b b- e !+1+~-2. -+- · 33. 
ab be x l+x 

28. a+b _a-b_ 34. 3a- Zx- 8a2 -4x' 
a-b a+b 3a+2x 

29. x+y-x'+1f. 35. 
1 1 2 

x-y x-1-x+l-;¡;, · 

30. X X-2 1 1 Za 
x-2- x+z· 

36. ---+--· 
a+b a-b a2 -b' 

31. x+l+x'- 3 . 37. a+x+a-x+ 4ax . 
x-1 a - x a+x a'-x' 

32. m2+n2 5 ( 3) m---+n. 38. 3x+ _.:__ - 2x+ - • 
m-n ax ax 
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39. ~ - ª -1 + _1,. 
a-2 a+2 4-a 

· -2 Pr" 1 3 - 3 
SuGOESTlO:S, -By§ l¡ , ID. 1 -

4 1
=-¡---

4
• 

-a a-

40. a +1 +-1._ +14a ,-
a-1 a+1 -a 

4 5x+2+~--ª-· l. 2 x'-4 x-2 -X 

x(a+x) ~ax-x'+ 4 a. 42. 
a-x x- a 

a a Zab 4ab' 
a-b - a+b - a'+b'- a'+ b' 43. 

SoGGESTJO:s. -Combine tbe füst two frnctions, then the result and tho 
third fraction, then Lhis result and the fourth fraction. 

44. a+ b _ a - b _ 4 ab + 8 ab' . 
a - b a+ b a'+ b' a•+ b' 

1 1 2b 2b3 

45
· a_ b - " + b - a'+ b' + a• + b' 

_ (x2 -¡i')+(y' - z2)+ (z' - x') 
- (x-y)(y-z)(z-x) 

= o =º· (x-y)(y-z)(z-x) 

47. ·1 + 1 + 1 
0-~0-~ 0-aj0-0 0-aj0-~ 

48. a+l + b+1 + c+l 
0-00-~ 0-~0-aj ~-~0-~ 

HtACTlONS 189 

MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS 

193. Fractions are multiplied in algebi-a just as they are in 
aritlunetic. 

Thus, 

In general, 

PRIXCIPLE. - 'I'he product of two or more fractions is equal to 
lh2 product of their numerators diuided by tite product of their 
denominators 

BXERCISES 

" 194. l. Multiply x- 0 by x' -25. 
x+5 

8oLOTION 

2. Multiply x+ 3 by 1+-1_. 
. x+2 x+l 

80LOTION 

(•+ª)(i+ -1 )-x+3(z+l+_l) 
x+2 z+l -x+j x+l x+l 

X + !~ . .:t-tr1'" 
=~ x+I 

z+3 
=x+l. 

GE:sE1tAL SoGGEST1oss. - t. Any integer may be written with tbe 
denominat.or l. 

2. A fter finding the product of tbe nurnerntors and the product of the 
denominators the reimlting fraction may be reduced to lowest terms, in 
many cases1 by canceling common factors frmn m.1.merator and denomi
nator. 1t is, however1 more convenient to remove tlle common factora 
before performing the multiplicatiom. 

8. Generally, mixed numbers sbould be reduced to fractlons.. 
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~-ª-1+_3 __ 39
· a - 2 a+ 2 4 - a' 

. ~ -3 
SoooESTlON.-lly § li2, .Prtn. 1, 4- a"= aJ-4° 

40. 

41. 

a+l+_2_+~· 
a-1 a+l 1-a 

5x+2+ _ 2 ___ 3 __ 
~"-4 x-2 2-x 

x(a+x) .~ax-x'+4a. 42. 
a-x x- a 

43. ª 
a-b 

a Zab 4ab8 

a+b-;;'i+b'- a'+b•· 

SuGGESTJO,;. _ Combine the first two frnctions, then the result and tho 

third fraction, then this result. and the fourth fraction. 

44. 

45. 

a.+ b a - b J ab + 8 ab' . 
a- b - a+ b - a'+ ú' a'+ b' 

1 1 2 b 2 b' - ----- - -+ - -· 
a-b a+ b a'+b' a'+b' 

,6. ( ) (]¡-z) z-x 
!!+z + z+x 

(x - z) (.< -y) (y - x) (z - y) 

47, 

48. 

801.UTJON 

z+11 ?f+z + •+• Sum - · + ) ) -0-~~-•) ~-zj (•-0 ~-y~-• 
<•'- u')+ (y' - •'H (z' - •') 

(x-y)(y-z) (z -x) 

o =º· (x-y)(y-z) (z-x) 

· 1 + 1 + 1 
0-0~-0 0-aj~-~ 0-aj0-0 

a+l + b+l + c+l 
~-~~-0 0-00-aj ~-00-0 
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MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS 

193. Fractions are multiplied in algebra justas they aro in 
arithmetic. 

'.rhus, 

In general, a e ac 
- X-=-· That is, 
b d bd 

Pm~cIPLE. -Tlw product of two o¡• more fractions is equal to 
t/i, product of their numerators divided by the product of t!teir 
denominators 

BXERCISES 

194. l. Multiply x - 5 by x' - 25. 
x+5 

SOLUTION 

x-5 
•- 5 -~=(z-5)'=•'-10•+25. 
,:..-¡/4 1 

2. Multiply x +32 by 1 +-1-· 
. x+ x+ 1 

SOLOTION 

(•+3) (1 +-¡)-·+ª("-:t.!+_!) 
x+2 z+l -x+~ x+l z+l 

=•+3.~ 
µ-,!' • + 1 

•+3 
=.+1' 

GEYERAL SuGGESTIONs. -1. Any integer may be written with the 
denumi11ator l. 

2. After finding the product of the numerators and the product of the 
denominators the refmlting fraction may be rednced to lowest terms

1 
in 

many cilses, by canceling common factors frrim numerator And denomi
nator. lt is, however, more convenient to remove the common factol'II 
before performing the multiplications. 

8. Generally, mix.ed numbers should be reduced to fractlons. 
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Multiply: 

2 5 
3. 3 by f 

3 · 4 
4. 4 by

15
• 

FRACTIONS 

4mn b _15bz. 
8· 3xy y 16m' 

2a,: b _l0b' 
9· 12by y x' 

5_ 3ab by 2Y_. 
!xy 3 a· 

a b 
10. - - by --b · 

a+b a-

5:,;;,¡b 3a". 5· 2 ac y 10y' 

4ab b 3bc_ 
7

· 10c' y a' 

xy' 25 -10x 
11. · by , 

20-8x wy 

1-6x+5x' b 2-:,; 
12· x'-3x+2 y 1-,:· 

Simplify each of the following: 

(a-b)' b (<.+b)' 
13. a + b X a' - ab X a' - b' • 

a4 -x} a+x a2 -ax+x2 
14 -- X -- X ( )' · a'+x' a'-x' a+x· 

4a-b 2a 4x'-y' 
16 --X~--= X · 

· 2z+y 4a'-ab 4 

P+ 2 3x'-27 4 
16 - -x C-'---~~ x · 

· x-3 2¡!'--8 px+3p 

P' - q' p-q ¡} 17 ~~";--;.X--X--• 
. (p-q)' p'+pq p'+<f 

a'+8 a'+2a+4 
18. -- X · 

a'-8 a'-2a+4 

a4+a2;i.2+x4 x 
19. a•-ax' X a'-ax+x' 

a'+4 a'+a+1 
20 ~~,--,:- X · 

· a'+a'+l a'+2a+2 

4 r' - 4 s' 10 r + 10 • 
2

1. 5 r' + 10 rs + 5 s' X 8 r' - 8 •' · 
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22· ( 1 - ,,,;_6-,,1+5)(1 - x2+1:+12} 

23. (1 +,,, ~ "4!:\1)(1-,,,: ;;t~o} 
4 ax' - 4 ay' 3 ai' - 3 axy + bx¡¡ - b1¡' 24

· 3 ax'+ 3 a."11 + bxy + by' · 5 ax' -10 axy + 5 aé · 

x'-5x'+8z-4 x'-10x'+33x-36 
25. 

x'-Sx'+19x-12 x'-6x'+11x-6 

:t'-3 :ii'-23 x'+ 75 X- 50 . :ii'-10 X2 + 29 X- 20 
26. 

:t'-5 x'-21 i' + 125 x-100 x'-12 x' +45 x- 50 

a'+ab+ac+bc. a'-ax+ay-xy. x'-x(¡¡-a)-ay_ 27. 
ax-ay-x'+"7/J a'+ ac +ax+ ex a2-a(y-b)-by 

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS 

195. The reciproca! of a fraction is the fraction inverted, or 
1 divided by the fraction. 

so 

Tbe reciprocal of ; is ~; of ~ is ! ; of m, or E!:, is .!_. 
3 2 z X 1 m 

196. The reciproca! of a nurnber is 1 divided by the nurnber. 

197. Justas 3 2 3 3 3x3 
4+3=4 X 2= 4 X 21 

!!'.+"-=":xf:!=ad. 
b d b e be 

P&1,·crPLE. - Dividing by a Jraction is equivalent to multiply
ing by its reciproca!. 

BXERCISBS 

198. Write the reciproca! of: 

l. a 
3. 3tu. 4 rs. 5. 7. 

b ab 

2. 3m 
4. 

2 a2 
6. 

1 a-x 
8. 

p be 3,n b-y 
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Divide x'- 4 bv x+ 2• 9· x'-1 , x-1 

Simplify: 

5 mn 10m,2n 
lO. G bx + ~ ax' · 

3 ab,n ~. abx. 11. 
7 

rny-J,2 
• y' . 12

' (ni+y)'~ ni'-y' 

(ri-b)'. a'-ab. 
13. «+b · ~ - b-

14. (-la+2)+ 2 ''.+l. 
ºª 

80LUTIOX 

20. (y-x+fJ+~+~)" 

SuGGESTTO.., .. - Reduce tbe rlividend t.o a. fractlon. 

22. (1-~)+(1-\" +;,)-
23. (1+1,+~\;+(1+!+l,\. 

y· y y y) 

~+V - c'+Zab.~ - ~+¿-2~. 
24

· a'-ú'-c'+t be · a'- ú'+ c'+2 ac 

x'-6x'+llx-6 . x' -13x+12 
25· r' +~ ,r-19 x-io ~ ,i' +lO ,;' +2!J x+20 
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Complex Fractions 

199. A fraction one or both of whose terms contains a frac
\ ion is called a complex fraction. 

200. 1. 

BXERCISES 

a 
b 

Simplify the expression 
X 

80LDTJON, 

Simplify: 

x+y 
ab 

2. W-y2· 

3. 

al,' 

b a+-
c 

y 
a 

~ = ª+:!:::=~x1l.=~
:'.; ú y b x bx 
y 

8. Simplify the expression 

b-~ 
2 

6. b--· 
--e 
2 

x' . 
ax--

2 
7. ar--· 

--ax 
2 

8oLUTTON. -On multiplying the rn1merator and denominator of ,he 
fraction by y'l, which is the l. c. d. ot the fractional parts of the numera.-

tor and denominator, the expre&m.in becomes X
2

- zy + Y2
• 

xj+xy+y2 
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Sirnplify: 

r-1 

"' 9. ,;+1. 
x' 

!+_1_ 

10. 
X y+z 
1 1 ----
X y+z 

15. 

16. 

r+1f 
,;y 

11. r-xy+y' 
13. 

xy 

1 

12. 
a+l 14. 

1 1---

1 
x+l 

1 1--
l+x 

!+_1_ 
a b+c 
1 1 
a b+c 

a+l 
1 1 

x+l l-x 
+-+-· 

X X 

1-x l+x 

1 
b'+c'-a' 

l+ 2bc 

x'+1f _., 
2y 

"__'!l. 
y X 

1 
1-a ---· a 
a-1 

17. Simplify the expression 
1 

1+-1-
1+! 

"' 
SoLUTION.-By successive reductions and divisions, 

1 1 1 x+l •+l 
--~1- ---1- ---- x+I+x 2x+i' 
1+- 1+-- 1+ - -" 

l+! x+l x+l 
X X 

Simplify: 

1 2 
18. 20. 2 1 2-x+ 

1+"'+1 2 2--
3- x 2-x 

1 x-2 
19. 21. 

X 1 ,,_ 2 a+-- x-l 1 X- --a+- · x-2 a 
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EQUATIONS AND PROBLEMS 

201. Since the student has learned how to peiform opera
tions when fractions are involved, he is now prepared to salve 
certain equations that heretofore he could solve only by a 
roundabout method, and others that he could not solve at ali. 

Clearing Equations of Fractions 

202. The process of changing an equation containing frac
tions to an eq uation without fractions is called clearing the 
equation of fractions. 

BXERCISES 

203. l. Sol ve the equation ~ = 10 -f 
80LUTION 

Since tbe first fraction will become an integer if the members of the 
equation are multiplied by 2 ar sorne number of times 2, and since the 
second fraction will become an integer if the members are multiplied by 
3 or sorne multiple of 3, the cquation may be cleared of fractions in a 
single operation by multiplying both members by sorne common multiple 
of 2 and 3, as 6, or 12, or 18, etc. 

It is best to multiply by tbe l. c. m. of the denominators, that is, by 
the l. c. d. of the fractions, which in this case is 6. 

Mnltiplying by 61 Ax. 3, 3 x = 60 - 2 z. 
Transposing, etc. , § 71, 5 x = 60. 
Rence1 Ax. 4, x = 12. 

VERIFICATION.- ,vben 12 is substituted for x, tbe given equation be
comes 6 = 6 ; that is, the equation is satisfied for,:,: = 12. 

S . x-1 ■ -2 2 ■ -3 2. olve the equatwn ~ - -
3

- = ¡¡ - -
4

- · 

SuGOESTJON. - Multiplying both members of the equation by the 
l. c. d., which in this case is 12, we obtain 

6(x- l)-4(x-2)=8-3(x-3). 
MILNE'S 1ST YB. A.LG. -10 
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To clear an equation of fractions: 

RULE. - flfultiply both membei-s qf the equation by the lowest 
comnwn denom,inator of the fractions. 

CA UTIO"S"S . - l. To insure correct results in solving equations: 
Before cleari11g1 1·educe all fractions to lowe:iit terms, and ttnite frac

tions that luite like dennniiiiators. 
Test 1·es·ults wul reject ~uch as do not satisfy the equation. 

:t 1f a fraction ¡$ ne~tive, the sign of Pach term of the numerator 
1nu~t be changfül when the denominator is removed. 

Sol ve, ancl verify each result: 

X 35 
3. 2x+¡¡= 

3 
· 5 "'+"'=10_ 

2 6 3 

4. "'+10=13. 
4 

11. 
y-1 y-2 y-3=5y-1_ 
- 2-+ 3 + 4 6 

12. x-5 + 2 x+2 _ .,- 1 = x+4. 
3 8 J 6 

13. 1.07 x+ .32= .lnx +10.12 + .675x. 

SuooESTIO!\. - Olear of decimal fractions by multiplying by 1000. 

14 . . 604x- 3.16 - .785,ia: + 7.695 = O . 

. 2x _ .1 :r _ .lx + ·4" = .3. 
, 4 2 7 14 

lG. 

FRACTIONS 

16. 

SoGGESTIO~. -The equation may be written, 

. 18_ 4x+3 
9 

19. 6p'+p 
15p 

8x+19 
18 

2p-4 
7p-13 

íx-29 
5x-12 

2p-1_ 
5 

S I h . x-1 x-6 x-5 x-2 
20. o vete equatwn--+-- =--+--· 

x-2 x-7 x-6 x-3 

147 

Sor.uTmN. - It will be observed tbat if the fractious in each member 
were connected by the sign -, and if the terma of each member were 
united, the numerators of the resulting fractions would be simple. The 
fractions can be made to meet this condiLion by transposing one fraction 
in each member before clearing of fractions. 

Transposing, 

Uniting terma, 

x-I x-2 x-5 x-6 
x-2-x-s=x-6-x-7· 

-1 -1 
z2 -6x+6 x2 -I3x+42 

Since the fractions are equal and their numerators are equal, their 
denominators must be equal. 

Tben, 

21. 

22 . 

23. 

xi-5x + 6 = z2_ 13z + 42. 

.•. z=4½-

,:-1 x-7 x-5 x-3 
-+- =-+-· x-2 x-8 x-6 x-4 

:r- ,3 x-7 x-6 x- 4 
.<:-4 + x-8 = x-7+ ,,_5 · 

·•·+2 v+3 v+5 v+6 
v+1-v+z=v+4-v+ó· 
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Algebraic Representation 

204. l. What part of m- n is p? 

2. Indicate the sum of l and m divided by 2, and that result 
multiplied by n. 

3. Indicate the product of s and (r-1) divided by the nth 
power of the sum of t aud v. 

1 
4. A hoy who had m marbles lost - of them. How mauy 

a 
marbles had he left? 

5. By what number rnust x be multiplied that the product 
shall be z? 

6. Indicate the result when the sum of a, b, aud - e is 
to be divided by the square of the sum of a and b. 

7. It is t miles from Albauy to Utica. The Empire State 
Express runs s miles an hour. How long does it take this 
train to go from Albany to Utica '! 

8. A cabinetmaker worked x days on two pieces of work. 
Far one he received v dollars, and far the other w dollars. 
What were bis average earnings per day far that time? 

9. A train runs x miles an hour and an automobile x - Y 
miles an hour. How much longer will it take the automohile 
to run s miles than the train ? 

10. Indicate the result when b is added to the numerator 

and subtracted from the denominator of the fraction ~-
e 

11. A farmer had ~ of his crop in one field, ~ in a second, 

and ! in a third. What part of his crop had he in these three 
z 

ficlds? 1 

12 A student spends !. of his income far room rent, - far . m n 

board ! far books, and ! far clothing. If his income is "' 
' s r 

dollars, how much has he left? 
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Problems 

205. Salve the fallowing problems and verify each solution: 

l. If a large lemon grown in Mexico had weighed 2½ pounds 
less, its weight would have been ¾ of its actual weight. What 
was its actual weight? 

2. The crew of the .úusitania nurn bers 800. If this is 200 
less than ½ the number of passengers and crew that may be 
accommodated, what is the passenger capacity? 

3. The box of a Chinese sedan chair is 1½ feet higher than 
it is long and the area of the floor is 4 square feet. Find its 
three dimensions, if the capacity of the box is 14 cubic feet. 

4. The sum of the heaviest loads that can be carried by a 
man, a horse, and an elephaut is 2900 pounds. The elephant 
can carry 10 times as much as the horse, and the horse 1¾ 
times as mnch as the man. What load can each carry? 

5. The first issue of The 81m devoted ½ of its columns to 
advertisements and ¼ to rniscellaneous news. The rest of the 
paper, 5 columns, was devoted to poetry, finance, and shipping 
news. How many columns <lid it contain? 

6. Of the world's supply of rubber one year, South America 
prodnced ¼ and Africa ¼· How much was produced by each 
if the rest of the world produced 26,600 tons ? ' 

7 .. A large ear of seed corn exhibited at the Iowa Experiment 
Station sold far $150. At the same rate, if it had weighed 
8 onnces less, it would have sold far $ 90. How much did it 
weigh? 

8. The feathers that a Toulouse goose yields in a year are 
valued at $ 2.80. If it yielded 4 ounces more, they would 
be worth $ 3.50. Find the weight of the yield of feathers. 

9- The number of vessels entering at New York in one year 
was 11,399. If ¼ of the number of steamships was 449 more 
than ¼ of the number of sailing vessels, how many of each 
were there? 
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10. Find the world's procluction of nickel in a year when 
the United States and Canada together produced ½ of it, Eng
land ½¼ of it, and the rest of the world 3800 tons. 

11. In a recent year, the United States produced 2 times as 
much aluminium as Germany, 1¼ times as much as France, and 
6200 tons more than England. If ali these countries produced 
19,800 tons, how much did the U uited States produce? 

12. The largest login a shipment of mahogany sent to New 
Orleans weighed 14,000 pounds. If the weight of the rest 
of the shi pment had been 1 ton more, the weight of this log 
would have been ,', of the total weight of the shipment. Fiud 
the weight of the shipment. 

13. In constructing the Hall of Records building in N ew 
York City, 600,000 pouuds of copper were used. The dome 
lacks 5250 poumls of having ¼ as muchas the rest of the build
ing. How many pounds of copper are there in the dome? 

14. The freight charges on a car load of hay were f as 
much as on a car load of apples. If there were 10 tons of 
hay and the charges on each ton were $ 2 less than + of the 
charges on ali the apples, find the charges on each car load. 

15. The num ber of pound cans of salmon in a case is 4 more 
than f. of the number of cans that can be packed in a minute 
in a Washington cannery. If 1000 cases can be packed in an 
hour, how man y cans are there in a case? 

16. A boy sold from his garden a certain number of bunches 
of beets. If he had sold 7 bunches more he would have re
ceived $11 for them. If he had sold 5 bunches less he would 
have received $ 9.80. How many bunches did he sell and at 
what price? 

17. If the num her of pounds of alligator teeth sold in a 
given year had been 50 less, the approximate numher of teetb 
would have heen 14,000; if 200 less, the number of teeth would 
have been 3500. Find the number of pounds sold and the 
average number of teeth in a pound. 
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REVIEW 

206. l. What three signs are to be considered in connection 
with a fraction ? IV hat is the sign of a fraction ? 

2. Under what conditions may the sign of the numerator 
or of the denominator of a fraction be changed ? 

3. Show that _!j__ _ - 5 
9-x'-x'-9 ' 

4. What is the effect of changing the sign of an odd num 
her of factors in either term of a fraction? an even number? 

5. Show that (x-y)(x- Y) - x' + 2 XJ/ - y' 
(z-w)(u-z) (z-w)(z-u) · 

6: When is a fraction in it,s Jowest terms? \Vhat principie 
apphes to the red uction of fra,,tions to higher or lower terms? 

7. Reduce to lowest terms: 

x(4a'-9b') d 6tx+6sx-14ly-14sy 
4 a'x' + 12 ab:c' + 9 b':c' an 36 w - 196 y' 

. 8. In reducing a fraction to an equal fraction having a 
given denominator, how is the number found by which both 
terms are to be m ulti plied ? 

9. Reduce a: t b to a fraction whose denominator is 

a'-4ab+4b'. 

10. Define highest common factor; lowest common multi ¡,!,•. 
Illustrate by finding the highest cornmon factor and the lo\\'

est common multiple of ax+ ay, x'- y', and x2 + 2 o:y + y'. 

11. What is the reciproca] of a fraction? of any number? 

Give the reciprocals of "', a+ b, and .,, 
y x-y 

. 12 . . Define complex fraction and illustrate by writing one. 
S1mplify the one you have written. 
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Reduce to an integral or a mixed expression: 

r-9!/+7 4a8+20a2b+27 alr+9b' 
13. --'~-. 14. ? 3 b x-3y ~a+ 

Reduce the following mixed expressions to fractions : 

2 y m2+ 112 
15. :r?-xy+!f--·-. 16. -- -n-m. 

x+y ·m+n 

Simplify: 

~ + t .~ - t s'+t2 
17

" -2 ;:f + 4rl - 4 rl(s + t) 
11+x a-x 2(:r-2a) 

18
" X+ ;,), + 2 - X - W - 4 

19. (i3-?f' xx2__+x11)+(-.r~_±-_xf_ x;¡:_"ty)· 
xy + !f X - y X-+ .!, XJ/ + f !J" 

(
a2 + 2 <tb + ll a + b) (~ - :{b ..,_ 6 ct.__+ 6 b)· 2º· a2 - 2 ab + b2 - a - b X 2 b . 2 a - ;,>, b 

21. What is meant by clearing an equation of fractions? 
State the axiom upon which it is based. 

22. What precautions must be taken to secure correct re
sults in solving equations that involve fractions? 

Sol ve, an<l verify each result: 

23. 
;¡.i; i:r 

- - - -=6. ;,), 4 

•>Q y + 10 X= 700. 24. - w 
3 

ü 
:~x-2 

26. 10 

;r+3 J" _ 12 x-3 
27

. .(" - :i - 4 - 24 - 4 

J" + Í + X + 8 = ~ X - 1 :J _ 3. 28. 
x+2 :! H 

29. l.04 x - :u - 2.95 x = 8.12 - 5 x + 1.0;>. 

SIMPLE EQUATIONS 

ONE UNKNOWN NUMBER 

207. The stu<lent already knows what an equation is; he 
has solvecl severa! clifferent kinds; and he knows some of the 
kinds by name. In this chapter aml the next he will meet 
some of the same kinds with the treatment extended to a few 
new forms and sorne aclditional methods of solution. 

208. An equation that doe8 not invoke an unknown nmn
ber in any denomiuator is called an integral equation. 

x + ó = 8 and 
2 

Y + ó = 8 are integral equations. Though the second 3 . 

eqoatlon contains a fraction, the unknown number .l.'. does not appear in 
tbe denominator. 

209. An equation that involves an unknown number in any 
denominator is called a fractional equation. 

x + ó :::: ~ aml - 2 
'.l.'. - = 7 are fractional equations. 

X X-1 

210. .Any number that satisfies an equation is called a root 
of the equation. 

2 le a root of the cquation 3,. + 4 = 10. 

211. Finding the roots of an equation is called solving the 
equation. 

212. Two equations that have the same roots, each ec¡uation 
having ali the roots of the other, are called equivalent equations. 

x + 8 = i anu 2 ~ = 8 are equivalent equations, each IJeing salisfled for 
:i: = 4 and for no other value of :1. 
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